
PRODEA Investments is managing 

a complex real estate portfolio 

with SAP on Azure

Prodea Investments accelerates in record time its digital real 

estate business by migrating SAP on Microsoft Azure

After researching different options and by

focusing mainly on a high-quality and stable

solution aiming to offer reliability, scalability and

performance, Prodea Investments decided to

move and migrate its SAP ERP systems to the

Microsoft Azure cloud platform with Real

Consulting.

Real Consulting provided the required SAP

landscapes on Azure with the complementary set

of technical implementation services for Azure

and SAP Systems.

COMPANY PROFILE

Customer: PRODEA INVESTMENTS

Location: Athens, Greece

Website: http://www.prodea.gr

Number of Properties: +370

Industry: Real Estate

Products and Services: Microsoft Azure

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Services Performed: On-premises SAP ERP

6.0 with Real Estate Management Application

migration to Microsoft Azure

Project Duration: 3 weeks

Go-Live: January 2020

Benefits: Optimized infrastructure, increased

performance and scalability, reduction of IT

running costs.

Prodea Investments is the leading real estate

investment company in Greece, listed on the

Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX). With total assets

exceeding €2,4bn, Prodea engages in real estate

investments and is internally managed by

experienced professionals with proven sourcing,

execution and value creation track record.

‘’To address digital trends, real estate challenges and 

expanding technological needs, it was necessary to 

create a new platform for our SAP applications that 

would be ready in a short time period to support the 

growing demands of our business‘’

Michael Vartholomaios

Digital Officer

Prodea Investments operates on SAP ERP

platform and SAP Real Estate Management

application supporting successfully end to end its

business in a local and international level.



The digital revolution is challenging corporate

real estate teams to become more agile. IT

infrastructures need to deliver the right amount

of IT resources in terms of computing power,

storage and bandwidth giving the ability to Real

Estate companies to scale elastically in the future

as the increase of business portfolio demands.

Prodea Investments wanted to move from its

legacy SAP infrastructure to a new environment

and prepare for the deployment of new business

applications. In addition to that, Prodea wanted

the new SAP platform to be implemented fast, to

consume less internal IT resources and be

scalable according to future business needs.

“Our goal from the beginning was 

to quickly deploy infrastructure and 

services to meet all our business 

needs. The migration and transition 

of our SAP systems to Microsoft 

Azure with Real Consulting was the 

right decision and in the right 

direction to support our expedited 

digital transformation strategy“

Michael Vartholomaios

Digital Officer

Real Consulting S.A. Kifissias Ave. 44, 15125 Maroussi Athens-Greece

www.realconsulting.gr Tel. +30210 6381000 Mail: contact@realconsulting.gr

Real Consulting offered Prodea Investments its help to move SAP Development, Quality and

Production systems through migration to Azure with higher performance and resource capacity, lower

TCO and enhanced framework of managed and support services.

Why Real Consulting ?

By having more than 19 years of SAP experience in business transformation across numerous industries

and by following both SAP and Microsoft best practices, our high skilled and certified consultants for

SAP installations, upgrades, migrations and project management can ensure the optimum and

successful transition of your SAP on-premises installation to Microsoft Azure.

With a substantial number of properties in different locations, 

the efficient management of a complex corporate real estate 

portfolio requires simply connected IT solutions.

By migrating its business applications and systems on Azure, Prodea Investments has a totally flexible

Azure infrastructure with servers certified by SAP and platform services that enable continuous

monitoring for operating systems and SAP solutions. At the same time Microsoft Azure offers the

opportunity for fast deployment on the cloud of any additional SAP application and module required

by Prodea in the near future.


